Introduction

1. Week #1: Part I--The Elephant: Calling It Like It Is
3. Week #2: Part II: Revolting Beauty: Learning to See the Cross as the Key
4. Week #3: Building on Tradition: The Old and The New
5. Week #4: The Heavenly Missionary: Divine Accommodation
6. Week #5: Part I-- Rorschach God: Whose Image of God should we Trust?
7. Week #5: Part II--Echoes of a Pagan Warrior: Reading the OT in Its ANE Context
8. Week #6--Divine Aikido: God’s Nonviolent Judgment
10. Week #7: Part II--Doing and Allowing: The Dual-Speech Pattern of Scripture
11. Week #8: Part I--Cosmic War: What’s Going On Behind the Scenes
12. Week #8: Part II--Creation Undone: The BIG-Big Picture
15. Week #10: Part I--Commanding Child Sacrifice: Trusting God in the Midst of Confusion
16. Week #10: Part II--Four Words of Encouragement

Appendix 1: The Cruciform Hermeneutic in Summary
Appendix 2: Truth Priorities